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If You Have Ever Wanted A Free Source Of High Quality Content... Discover How You Can Legally

"Steal" Thousands Of High Quality Books, Images, Photos And Videos, And Sell Them For Thousands Of

Dollars Without Ever Having To Pay Royalty Or Licensing Fees!" From: Your Name, Public Domain

Tycoon Date: Dear Friend, If you could gain instant access into the world's largest library of FREE

content, that you could use however you wish, how many websites could you create in just a few days?

How much more money would you make, if you had a limitless supply of content that you NEVER had to

pay for, that you could sell for 100 profit? Well, in about 11 minutes from now, you will know exactly how

to swipe as much content as you could ever hope for, without having to hire a freelance writer, deal with

copyright restrictions, or spend hours painstakingly writing documents and material yourself. From Today

Forward, You will NEVER have a shortage of Products to sell! You are about to discover one of the best

kept secrets of the info product gurus. This closely guarded source of high quality material, is an outright

gold mine if you have ever wanted to make money selling high end content from some of the greatest

minds in history. These long lost documents are of incredible value, and hundreds of people spend hours

searching for a copy of these books, only to come up empty handed.. but in just a few minutes, you will

know exactly where to find these timeless classics and sell them for $25, $50, even $500 each! Discover

The Insider Trade Secrets Of Exploiting The Public Domain!" Grab Your "All Access Pass" To The
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Extensive Library Of FREE Content And Material That You Can Sell! Within the public domain, there are

literally thousands of books that you can re-purpose, re-package, edit, create into compilations, bundle

together into huge courses or collections, OR use "as is", and sell them for any price you wish.. without

ever having to pay ANYONE for licensing rights, royalty fees or anything else often associated with

current material. And public domain goes beyond just books. On sites like Ebay, dozens of merchants are

generating $100,000.00+ a year just by selling other material that they swiped from the public domain

including images, films, and old photographs. Do you have any idea just how many people are willing to

pay top dollar for access to old photographs, reprints, or to have old novels, manuals and even

government records re-created into digital ebooks, CD's or DVD products? These people have no idea

where to search for public domain, or how to verify it is 'usable', but with the complete guide to finding and

exploiting public domain, you will know exactly where to find an unlimited supply of valuable public

domain without ever having to leave the comfort of your own home. No rummaging through garage sales,

visits to the public library, visiting old book stores or the local Salvation Army. You will be able to find as

many high quality books, images, films, documentaries, novels, and even music that comes with NO

RESTRICTIONS in place, as you want.. right from your computer! You will gain instant access to the

Public Domain Tycoon And if you think that no one will want "old, outdated material", think again.. Did you

know that Shakespeare along with hundreds of other plays and poetry can be found within the public

domain? What about the book "Scientific Advertising", written by Claude C. Hopkins? It's one of the

greatest copy writing books ever written, and you got it! It's in the public domain. But that's barely

scratching the surface.. From timeless classics covering romance, sports, business, home decorating to

crafts, psychology, and even science, you will have thousands of 'ready made books', that you can

instantly sell for profit, without ever having to hire a ghostwriter, again! Here are just a few recent

testimonials from customers who have put the Public Domain Tycoon into action, to generate traffic and

profits, instantly.. "Your Public Domain Tycoon Book Is An Absolute Gold Mine Of Riches...." "I had no

idea that there was such a source of material, available to be plucked from the shelves and used to

generate incredible wealth, without ever having to lift a finger! I am incredibly excited at the opportunity to

continue exploiting these valuable treasures. Thank you!". Sam Peters Vancouver, Canada "How Did I

Not Know This..?" "I have been an online entrepreneur for over 7 years and had NO IDEA that there were

so many ways to monetize the public domain.. in fact, I wasn't even aware that there were such a vast



amount of material available for use!" I have so many ideas running through my mind as to how I can

make a ton of money with this incredible resource.. I've never been so excited in years!". Thomas

Winover Kent, UK Have you ever wanted to know what it felt like to pillage a gold mine, lugging out bag

after bag of shiny gold coins and glittering, perfect jewels? That's exactly what the public domain is all

about. Take the journey with me.. open the door to the vast library of the 'forgotten files'... Walk through

the endless hallways, lined with bookshelves and treasure chests, filled to the brim with long lost classics,

highly profitable imagery, and scrolls of maps, illustrations and drawings, that collectors would pay top

dollar just to own a single copy of.. Haul back crates of brilliantly written classics, the works of creative

geniuses who passed on long before they could protect their material.. Fill your digital inventory with

thousands of new titles, and sell as much as possible without ever having to write a single word yourself.

But we won't stop there.. I will take you by the hand into the deeper corners of the world of the public

domain, where you will discover exactly how you can make even more money by adding in "drops of

creativity" so that other people can NEVER use the same content again! Here are just a few of the many

things you will learn: Discover the most valuable sources for public domain content, where you can

literally download hundreds of documents, images, music files and much, much more! These are the

closely guarded virtual libraries that they don't want you to know about.. Learn how to verify that a

document is copyright-free within seconds, and never put yourself at risk of being sued for infringement

(very important lesson, see page 18) Follow a proven formula for finding the hottest products that are

STILL REVELANT and in demand, in today's society! With just a few clicks of your mouse, you will have

hundreds of high quality material to work with! Find out how you can instantly maximize your profits by

re-packaging public domain into your own copywrite material that NO ONE else can ever use! Gain

access to a step by step system for finding and exploiting content within the Public Domain, covering

EVERY niche market imaginable! It doesn't matter if your focus is on golf or home decorating, there is

high grade content in the public domain! And Much, Much More! "Download Public Domain Tycoon Now

And Start Making Money With A Endless Supply Of Content! You will gain instant access to the Public

Domain Tycoon Guide. Credit Card or Paypal Accepted - Secure Purchase Purchase Your Copy Of

Public Domain Tycoon Now! To your newfound profits, Public Domain Tycoon P.S: From here on out, you

will know exactly what you need to do to be able to make money with the public domain. NEVER pay for

content again.. save yourself time and money by exploiting some of the best material ever created! P.PS:



The Public Domain Tycoon is available for a limited time only. I reserve the right to pull this ebook offline

at any time, without prior notice. Avoid disappointment.. grab your copy now! Public Domain Tycoon: The

Complete Guide To Exploiting The Public Domain
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